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   Before you move on to Day 14, make sure you are caught up with the   

   previous  assignments. 

Do You Know You?- Personalities- Day 14 

   

1.)    You become who you _________    ____________.   

 

2.)    You are ____________, not like anyone  else . 

          

3.)     Everything bad that goes on in the world is a lack of 

__________________.   

 

4.)    You have different  b____________  s _____________ and personality  

    t_____________.   

 

5.)     How many super, close friends did you have in school?   ______.      

 

6.)    What do they call people who are from different personality groups  

    and have a hard time getting along?    _______________________ 

   ____________________.   

 

7.)     Robert says we will do anything other than the thing we need to do to  

    succeed.   What does Robert say you need to do?   

  ___________________________________________________________ 
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8.)    Robert talks about the President.   

   ______  %  blindly follow what the President says  

   ______  %  go against what the President says  

   ______ %   1,000 % oblivious to what’s going on- no opinion 

   ______ %   don’t even know there is anything going on 

 

9.)  You have the God given ability to change your __________________.    

  

     10.) Robert said he’s never seen anyone successful without this:   

             F_____________________  and creating _____________________.  

 

    11.)   Does Robert believe in the statement “a leopard can change its spots”?   

              Yes   or   No   

 

  12.)    Robert asked the question “what would it feel like to feel like you are  

             awesome and unique?    

             ________________________________________________________ 

             ________________________________________________________ 

             ________________________________________________________ 

    

  13.)   How would your business be different if you understood your  

            personality so much that you could learn how to target your own  

            niche? 

            ________________________________________________________ 

            ________________________________________________________ 

            ________________________________________________________ 

 

  14.)   Do you try to be like everyone else?    Yes  or  No 
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  15.)    List at least 3 qualities for each of the 4 personalities:   

 

            Analysts:  

             ______________________________________________________ 

             ______________________________________________________ 

             ______________________________________________________ 

 

            Diplomats (Leaders):  

             ______________________________________________________ 

             ______________________________________________________ 

             ______________________________________________________ 

 

       Sentinels (Guards, Protectors):  

             ______________________________________________________ 

             ______________________________________________________ 

             ______________________________________________________ 

 

       Explorers:  

             ______________________________________________________ 

             ______________________________________________________ 

             ______________________________________________________ 

 

 

  16       Now, take the time and think of 2 people you know in each of the  

             personality groups:  

 

             Analysts:  

             _______________________________   

             _______________________________           
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            Diplomats (Leaders):  

             _______________________________ 

             _______________________________ 

 

       Sentinels (Guards, Protectors):  

             _______________________________ 

             _______________________________ 

              

       Explorers:  

             _________________________________ 

             _________________________________ 

 

  

  17.)     Very Important: Take the personality test Robert shared.  Answer  

the  questions  like you are now and not who you would like to be.  

Do it undistracted.  Don’t take it based on how others see you.  

Remember:  None of the answers are wrong!   
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  18.)     Do you actually believe you can change your personality trait?    

               Yes  or No  

 

  19.)    When you’ve done the personality trait test, send your personality  

              trait results to Robert.    

 

  20.)    After taking the test and reviewing the other personalities, guess what  

             Robert’s personality trait is    _________________________________ 

             

 

  21.)   Learning how to c_____________________   w_________    

            p_______________   is one of the most powerful things you can  

            possibly  learn, work on and get better at.    
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